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On November 4, 2008
If You Know What’s Good for You,

“ That is not what I meant at all.
That is not it, at all.” 

You’ll Be Running
 For The Bathroom.

Special Election Day Issue
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thebathroommagazine@gmail.com
by October 30th, 6pm.

Designed and paid for by 
Concerned Citizens for Prufrock.
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Motel

 Marjoe toweled himself off and got dressed.  
He would have to hurry or he’d be late.  His slacks 
were already pressed, shirt starched.  He looked at the 
strange figure lying beneath the crumpled sheets.
 “Rise and shine, porcupine!  Time to get up!”
 She wormed slowly around the bed.  Marjoe 
was satisfied and went to the mirror to style his curly 
red hair and tie his star-spangled banner tie.  He used 
a big fat knot.
 “What time is it?” the woman asked.
 “It’s exactly 5:47.”
 “In the morning?”
 “It’s the best time of the day,” he said.  “Praise 
the day the Lord has made!”
 “Fuck that, I’m going back to sleep.”
 Marjoe was immediately standing over her.  
He threw the sheets off her body.  “No you aren’t, 
sister.  It’s time you got on up and out of here.  I 
know it may be early for you but they’ve got free 
coffee down in the lobby.”
 “Fuck you, asshole!’
 “I wish you wouldn’t use such profanity on the 
Sabbath,” he said.  “Now I’m giving you five minutes 
to get yourself together and make your way out the 
door.”
 “Or what?”
 “You harlot!” Marjoe yelled.  “You whore of 
Babylon!  I am demanding that you get up out of that 
bed, get dressed, and exit.  Immediately!”
 “What the hell is your problem?” she asked.
 “In the name of Jesus!  I am telling you that 
if you don’t get up and leave this very minute, a 
pestilence will be visited upon you the likes of which 
the Pharaohs never saw.”
 “Whoa, motherfucker, you...”
 Marjoe snatched her by the hair and dragged 

her out of the bed to the ground.
 “Get up in the name of Jesus!” he yelled.  “Get 
up!”
 She got to her feet, flaying wildly at Marjoe.  
He started praying in tongues.
 “Okay, motherfucker, let me go!”
 He let her go.  She slapped her skirt on, 
wrapped her heels around her feet, clipped her bra.
 “Where the fuck’s my money?” she asked.
 “On the dresser,” he said in a cloud of hairspray 
in the mirror.  “Hallelujah, praise you Jesus!” he 
sang.

Revival

 Marjoe is sweaty before the altar.  Sweat flies 
from his lips, landing on the microphone he holds 
in front of his mouth.  He looks maniacally at the 
congregation.  He wipes his brow with a white 
handkerchief.
 “Now I’m giving you the opportunity to prove 
God this morning.  Last night an angel of the Lord 
came to me.  He woke me from a dream.  He spoke 
to me in a voice that was as audible as the one you’re 
hearing right now.  Just as sure as you see me standing 
before you, brother, he was standing before me.  And 
he said, ‘Marjoe, there’s a people at Memphis First 
Baptist Church that have been sinning.  They have 
been sinning and they need to stop.  They have 
angered the Lord God Almighty.  They must repent 
before him.  The Lord Your God needs a sacrifice.  
Marjoe, I am commissioning you to spread this word 
of God.’  
 So, ladies and gentleman, as a servant of the 
Lord Your Savior, I am giving you that opportunity.  
Now I don’t know what y’all have been doing, but 
God is not happy.  I don’t know what you’ve been 

Nate Jordon

Marjoe
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doing, but God does.  I don’t know what you’ve been 
doing, but you do.  You know in your heart where you 
stand with your salvation.  Have you compromised 
it?  Have you compromised your salvation?  Have 
you backslid into the pit of hell?  Have you backslid 
into sin?  Alcohol?  Drugs?  Prostitution?  Have you 
been dishonest with God?  Ladies and gentleman, I 
am giving you the opportunity to get right.  
 I want you to reach into your wallet and pull 
out the largest bill you’ve got.  I want you to dig deep 
into your purse and find the largest bill you have.  I 
know you got that bill to pay or that winter coat you 
need, but I am giving you the opportunity to make 
a sacrifice and prove God.  Prove God exists in your 
life this morning!  If you have a twenty, I want you to 
bring it up here.  If you only have five, I want you to 
bring it up here.  I want you to bring whatever you 
have, bring it up here to the altar, and I’m going to 
pray for you.  I’m going to pray for a miracle, that 
righteousness be restored in your life.  Now get on 
your feet and worship God.  Hallelujah!  Praise him!  
Praise God!”
 Hundreds of people left their pews and started 
a line around both sides of the church.  The wicker 
buckets soon overflowed with cash as Marjoe shouted 
prayers, slapping hands on people’s foreheads.  Men 
and women, young and old, writhed and convulsed 
on the floor, shaking with tears.

Motel

 Marjoe jumped on the bed.  “Hallelujah, praise 
you Jesus!” he said as he overturned a brown paper 
sack, emptying it of hundreds of bills.  “Oh Jesus is so 
good to me!  How I love the Lord!  Hallelujah!”  He 
tossed the money up and down like a salad.
 After stacking the bills in piles of twenties, 
tens, fives, and singles, he rolled a square and cracked 
a Miller High Life.  In mid-joint, the phone rang.
 “Marjoe Horton here!  Oh, howdy George!  
Yes, things couldn’t be better.  Praise God, that’s good 
news!  Well sure I can make it out to the ranch in 
Crawford.  I’ll see you next week.  And I’ll be praying 
for you and that lovely wife of yours.  Yes sir, that’s 
right, Hallelujah!”
 Marjoe hung up the phone and leaned back in 
the bed.  He smoked the joint to a roach and finished 
off a second beer.  He opened the nightstand drawer 
and pulled out the phone directory.  He thumbed his 
way to “Escort Services.”
 “Yes I need an escort sent right away to the 
Holiday Inn on Capital Drive.  Room 487.  Yes and I 
need her to have breasts.  Breasts, sister, come on, you 
know what I’m talking about.  And uh, how about a 
Mexican?  That’s right, sister, I need some color in my 
life.”
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A mercy in balancing candles
when survival was by
the throat, embracing niche dried 
saints in knapsack vestiges.

Structure waist-high in the kitchen,
the torso dusted furniture
left elaborate routes. Neither
touch geometric corners again.

Young knees knew the call to prayer,
now stems string a gloated city
and swallow up vowels to play
in town for a court glowing and square,

arch a Congressional reputation 
trundled and faint with deposition.

Pat Clifford

Saints
for Jorge
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come be blindness walking at dawn 
around the dew sparkled lawn 
infinite whiteness 
be there like a spider on arched sunlight 
in the corners

every night’s sleep companion in dreams 
my shadow tattooed in your skin 
so many goals I’ve let go of
one by one yet I want more 
carrot cake
trapped in your eyes my eyes without deliverance
they have been so sternly hunting 
all over for you 
time and time again 
I stare into walls of wood and the Formica floor
do you care? 

I stop and think I could remake you, 
build you up again 
from the corner of your lips and rain 
brittle hearts part away from your lies 
your forehead and hair eat all rules 
raw to the bone
eschew flapping skin
of he who will fly and be alone
will not write back 
will forget and lose 
every single hesitation 
so much there’ll be no ‘out there’ 
no in and out in me 
overlooking thief of mind
all there is are crumbs and lies 

Rodrigo Gonzalez Rueda

lies
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around the fire in the tin can 
we listen 
the long lost gathering of tribes 
yet strangers with large bulks 
a rolling paper steady between fingers
one arm summoning the heat 
drawing circles over it 
crafting a spell 
wizard lets go the tiny paper that doesn’t burn 
but flies spinning up in spirals 
the paper flies quickly up
faces staring 
gravitation less stars of fire 
hand mimics the magic
instant communion 
the red-white hatta catches fire 
from the corner up jumping like a rabbit 
watch the dreadlocks 
panic so brief
all eyes on his chest in flames
pointing fingers and mouths agape multiply
blue eye flash with the flaming tongue whip
with a dancer’s grace he strips the garment off
like a bat it flies into the tin can
so much for the garment from Cambodia
fire reunited flagrantly
where everything is occurring

Rodrigo Gonzalez Rueda

with a smile for the Khmer Rouge
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I could tell you but then you would have to be destroyed by me
panther, minotaur, 
the military not the mainstream 
I mean undetectable spy aircraft and crows
a fantastical imagery of lots of dragons
a whole genus being pelted
it may or may not involve 
contacting aliens with explosives
but the secret projects world has a room
for secrecy and bombs
the military with its bars and ribbons and medals strong 
black owl I know
this might sound like shrouded figures 
with glowing eyes
those born into the wealthiest
cryptic symbols hint experimenting 
poverty, our society’s long treasured 
force (fall) 
interview retired military men
they will tell you when they were 
all bolts and screws 
skulls in swords
the rags to riches narrative is a mere fairy tale
black lightning urges us to pay attention to the symbolism in
writer at intrigue much

Rodrigo Gonzalez Rueda

the pentagon’s infusion of black
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rain  many drops

rain where falls, down  o so drops

sound halo for objects

delight the inner-thing of – yes – hum

come to stasis my, ground

the vertical cross-brace is against the back of my hand 
the horizontal cross-brace is resting on the back of my 
wrist

now around me

clear see
 

John Dey 

bodhranii instructions
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“...has a northwoods theme after extensive
remodeling” – carefully sculpt and smooth sand
we’d all like to be earning twice as much – he
got thru his fear – every vessel has its shape

having been lately w/o meaning, they – the
word medication misspelled – picnic people
in a cup – paid sick days are becoming more rare

open your mouth:to sing
   ,to eat
   ,to catch
    air wind)

fair boys watching the pigs – has not been able 
to order system deeps – Compact trickles
closer to passing – girl’s midrift missing in the 
ad due to a fold – Burlington man stole a
laptop from Walmart and used it to download 
child – “clean it up for the garbage” – Bikes
to invade downtown – i want my own soul

enjoy your party/democrat – strong murder
takes plea – cremated remains with rosemary
beads – [the audacity of hype] – delivers one
of the year’s performances in an expected way

today’s topics murder, housing – there is a 
tedious method to it – pay raise raises concerns

not interested in any opinions that are not
i’m agreeing to be 

John Dey

holy wanting of pur(pose
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wind.  bicycles.   Paris
running  Place  happens
 string   think   hills
bed sun regulate crack  life
 under  round. well  so
  by  window see
in shelter pm  clock
straight grid  go make  spent
 folded on  map done
 

John Dey

metem-pavilion
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I came upon the idea when snipping out peoples’ submissions for 
paste up for a ‘zine I put out in the 1980s.

Mark M. Giese 

Yes, Your Kid Could’ve Done These
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I’d end 
up with 
a little 
pile of 
rectangles 
and other 
shapes ... 
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... and with 
them lying 
randomly 
on my desk 
as refuse ...

... they often would be 
suggestive of 

abstract art 
such as what 
the Russian 

Suprematists 
would do ca. 1915.
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So the works 
are just paper 
and rubber cement.
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She pulls the car onto the berm, hands off the wheel, reaching for him before the gravel stops 
coughing beneath the undercarriage. Her knee knocks the ashtray out, butts spilling on the floor-
boards like tickertape. She parades into his mouth. He’s holding a lit candle dripping wax. Elastic 
skids down her legs. She kicks convulsively, heel rocking the steering column. Triggered wipers clip 
across the dusty windshield grown humid inside. Headlights pass like commuters through a subway 
turnstile. The brassiere hung plumb from the rearview mirror, two bodies pouring together behind 
stained glass. She grabs his head around the ears, at ten and two, driving towards the coast. His 
hands lean her back against the dash. She looks up. The reflection of city lights glowing against low 
clouds. He says, I don’t think I can go on, this is killing me. They stop and look at each other, open-
mouthed, flushed. Two people flaked and rusting around the edges. That’s the most intelligent thing 
I’ve ever heard you say, she says, Let’s get at it.

Kaen Joyler

The Abridged Version of On The Road
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Headed Straight for the New Millennium
penguins love bullfrogs     in some imaginary animal heaven
that might make James Dickey     start using narcotics
on a regular basis     while he breathes in
that lousy Ohio air
and swinging from his hammock     his hair gets caught in the netting
and he pulls himself out     of the Midwestern nightmare
he inhabits     tugging at the crotch of his underwear
that’s crept up his ass     like rabbits in a radish patch—

there’s nothing to say     from my word
we’re all speaking too fast     supersonic speed—

here comes embryonic Byron     swimming the lake
that was someone else     a pirate from Greece
smuggling weapons     to the freedom of information act
fighters in their struggle     to be free     of the cockroaches
who had taken over
their land     and homes    and fields     and means of production
as harmonious time     tick-tocks its way like a sprinter—

remember Einstein told us     time does in fact      slow down
when we steal the golden goose egg     from the giant
living in the clouds     hanging ominous over our heads—

Kaen Joyler

Headed Straight for the New Millenium
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“she displaces in some sense the menace”
- Anne-Marie Albiach, État

Frankly   the whole macho pose
chest-beating yodel / throw-me-over-the-shoulder
doesn’t do it for me  Then again ...

six-pack abs / firm buttocks / cleft chin
smooth skin

       < a trade-off for poor grammar— >

God forbid my friends
ever learn of him ...

Honestly    I need not
take seriously that which I need only
to scratch my womanly itch

It’s not hard to make sense of
but to make sense of what’s not hard
is something else entirely

Lacking syntax   feral form
grunt’s lusty rhythm carries no menace
allows me to forever remain subject and be

carried away
by my object

Kaen Joyler

Jane Ponders Her Attraction to Tarzan
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A grid matrix is divided into boxes.  Each has four walls and scribbled 
ink lines defining the limits of permutations.  Voids, fences, gardens, 
time, and myself fill the spaces.  A diagonal line, sloping downward 
from left to right:

twin rails of white vinyl
fragile idea of fence
suggestion
demarcation, delineation of lawn
here from there
pasture of tall amber
grass, weeds
some vertical
some folded flat and buried
encrusted in snow become ice
freeze and thaw day by day

At some point during the Cold War we stopped using the word 
“frontier” to describe borders.

amber grass low in the cold sun
its softest leaves
humped flannel
in convex tunnels
visible exteriors 
chewed organic insulation
passageways of mice
built by need before snowmelt
burrowing comfort 
instinctive even to the very small

Travis Cebula

Permutations
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Werner Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle.  Scientists postulate that 
just observing a space, ostensibly from the outside, has an influence on 
it.

tunnels wind
intertwine
crossing rabbit brush disappearing
dead wood in piles
wet cottonwood leaves
reappearing
but always beyond the fence
outside

Words such as, “outside,” and “beyond,” bear an implication of 
internal habitation.  It is impossible to deny one’s own existence and 
influence in the face of them, despite how personally insignificant one 
might be feeling.  “They” necessitates “we.”  If we say “there,” then 
“here” must also be true.  How then can one use language to describe 
negative space?

up above there are owls
oblivious to the yard
they make noises
in the dark
drawn down by the tunnels
drawn by the mouse
who flourishes in the bountiful
comfort of the field 
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I am twelve, dressed as a bride. 

The Armenian who had come to photograph our family seemed enamored with me, posed me carefully 
in our family photo. “The girl,” he finally said as he was preparing to leave, “can I photograph her 
alone?”

My mother retrieved her bridal headpiece, the headband dripping with ropes of silk and scarves. The 
one I’ve been trying it on in secret for as long as I can remember. She smoothed my hair under the 
band, arranged the fabric to drape around my face, placed her own bangles on my wrists. She kissed 
me on the cheek in a way that made me very lonely, as if she were already saying goodbye.

My father, too, smiled in an unfamiliar way as I sat gingerly on the forbidden rug, in the room where 
the children were never allowed, among the my mother’s best baskets and our clay water pitcher, a 
smile I wouldn’t understand until much later. “Chin up” the nice Armenian man said softly, and I like 
a queen, balanced the cascade of frankincense-infused fabric on my head. I arranged my embroidered 
dress to fall just so over my bare legs, my grandmother’s embroidery, the native stitch of Ramallah. 
The Armenian studied me, tucked one of my legs under the other and rested my hands on my knee 
so you could see my mother’s red ring. I pressed my lips together the way she did in photographs, 
straightened my posture, tuned out the giggles of my brothers and sisters so as not to ruin the pose.

As he fussed with his camera I pretended that I was a bride, that this headdress was mine and these 
bangles and that ring, too, and even this nice Armenian with the round glasses and soft-looking 
moustache. I pretended that I was the queen of Palestine.

When I finally saw the picture many months later, I was unprepared for my own rouged lips, the soft 
halo of pinks and golds that infused all the photographs of that time like an invisible patina.

“You are beautiful, habibi,” my mother said, admiring the thick paper image of the woman I would 
become.

Nancy Stohlman

Habibi
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Following several highly publicized hijackings, 
public sentiment really started to change in 
1972, when thirteen Israeli athletes were taken 
hostage and eventually killed by Palestinian 
soldiers during the Summer Olympics.
  The world was shocked: What message 
were the Palestinians trying to deliver to the 
world with this seemingly gruesome act? Had 
there been some injustice, some unaddressed 
grievance that had slipped through the public 
consciousness? Reporters became obsessed 
trying to decode “the message.” Scholars began 
writing extensively on the military occupation of 
Palestine by Israel, the building of illegal Israeli 
settlements, the flaunting of UN resolutions by 
the Israeli government. Soon the world was 
outraged that this new nation of Israel, not even 
one generation old, seemed committed to a path 
of racist policies and military domination. News 
stories reported land seizures, razed Palestinian 
villages, massacres of those Palestinians who 
hadn’t fled and become political refugees. With 
the Holocaust still fresh in the world’s collective 
memory, the question on everyone’s lips was: 
How could people who were so recently victims 
themselves become the new oppressors?
 By 1973 public sentiment had fully 
embraced the plight of the Palestinians. In 
April of that year President Nixon traveled to 
Ramallah to meet with Palestinian president 
Yasser Arafat in his presidential compound. 
“We have no partner for negotiation,” Arafat 
explained to the US audiences. “We have been 
under an illegal Israeli occupation since 1967.”

 Within six months UN sanctions were 
placed against Israel. The Sinai Peninsula 
was returned to Egypt, the Golan Heights to 
Lebanon. President Anwar Sadat, the last of 
Israel’s needed allies, publicly denounced the 
policies of Israel. This denouncement was 
followed by several European countries and 
finally the U.S. The United Nations gave Israel 
90 days with which to comply with all UN 
resolutions, including Resolution 242, which 
mandated that Israel relinquish all land seized 
in the 1967 war and negotiate for the right of 
return of all Palestinian refugees.
 At midnight on the 91st day, May 24, 
1975, the new state of Palsrael was created. 
Politically the new state would be controlled 
by the Palestinian Party (PP). All former 
Israel citizens would be relocated to refugee 
camps between Tel Aviv and Haifa. Palestinian 
refugees and even other Arabs with Palestinian 
blood would be welcomed as citizens in the new 
state; those Palestinians who wanted to live in 
the newly built settlements would also be given 
monetary incentives. Newly paved Palestinian-
only roads would connect the Palestinian 
settlements. Israelis in the refugee camps were 
taxed heavily in order to pay reparations to 
the Palestinians, Lebanese, Jordanians and 
Egyptians.
 Thirteen years later, in 1987, a young 
rabbi from Tel Aviv Refugee Camp by the 
name of Josef Goldburg, disguised in the 
black and white kuffiyah of the PP, gained 
entrance into a mosque during Friday services. 

Nancy Stohlman

The Creation of Palsrael
An Allohistory
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Around his waist were strapped 80 pounds of 
explosives that he detonated during the middle 
of evening adorations. Fifty-seven people were 
killed; their deaths dominated the headlines. 
The Palestinians retaliated by invading all the 
Israeli refugee camps with tanks and military 
helicopters, killing thousands, bulldozing 
houses to the ground. There were never any 
official body counts, nor did anyone demand 
them.
 While some people hailed the suicide 
bombing and Goldburg as an Israeli freedom 
fighter, daring to resist the decades-long 
repression by Palestinians, most public 
sentiment was further hardened against Israeli 
terrorists and allowances jumped to an all-

time permissive high. Palestinians issued ID 
cards to the Israelis, raided their houses with 
no provocation, took their men to prison 
without charges and tortured them indefinitely. 
The U.S. loaned the PP 9 billion dollars for 
the construction of a 25-foot high iron and 
barbed wire “security fence” to encircle the 
Israeli refugee camps. Checkpoints in and out 
of the Israeli-occupied areas were manned by 
Palestinian soldiers armed with US weapons 
for ensuring their safety against hostile Israeli 
terrorists.
 At this same time the new prime minister 
of Palsrael was called a “man of peace” and 
featured on the cover of Time with an olive 
branch in his mouth.
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MY PARENTS DRILLED A WHOLE IN MY FOREHEAD
AND ALLS I HAVE TO SHOW FOR IT IS THIS LOUSY
TINEA CORPORIS

When the state sanctions my yogi

All hell will break loose, finally.

In my coffee that’s cold,

On my horse that cogitates,

Dimensionality and Wittgensteianism dick—

Silence mock, engrossingly haste, continuously 

Bland w/out fail: Computational conch.

       December 19, 2oo6
       352pm

MY PARENTS TOOK ME TO A STAG FILM (WHEN I WAS 5)  
AND ALLS I HAVE TO SHOW FOR IT IS THIS LOUSY
NEIL DIAMOND ROLODEX

It depends how you answer that question, Tony— 

Still exchanging photons and sibilance.

God chose Montgomery as a rhythm munch

But never gave Monterrey the time of plunk. 

A loaded notion (your poetry, my hallucinogens)

As many as amplitudinous, as dynamic as gelatinous:

I declare myself a grower but, like idle bananas, 

I can’t get matriarchal women to take their clothes off.

       December 20, 2oo6

Ryan Philip Kulefsky

Under the Sink, Please
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MY PARENTS HONEYMOONED IN PUERTO RICO (TWICE)
AND ALLS I GOT TO SHOW FOR IT IS THIS LOUSY
CORPUS COLLOSUM

The worst part of waking Beelzebub 

Colossally dulled in morning dank

Is the hankering and conciliatory putz 

Of never fucking with the suzerains.

      December 21, 2oo6

ON THE NIGHT I WAS CONCEIVED MY PARENTS 
INVENTED THE ACRONYM ATM AND ALLS 
I HAVE TO SHOW FOR IT IS THESE LOUSY
INDICES OF REFRACTION

If 1) homunculi play a role in producing culture,

Then 2) memes are alphanumerics we can pronounce—

Why do behaviorists can my cerebellum?

Suzie’s fetish, Dana’s crack, Haley’s ornamentation.

Hasidim tinker, fortuitously detrimentally, neutrinos daven. 

Although my mental representation moans like she enjoyed it, 

When the geodesic broke surreptitiously she was so clearly faking.

      December 22, 2oo6

MY PARENTS RENEWED THEIR VOWS NEXT TO THE PARASITIC 
CONE OF A VOLCANO IN VINA DEL MAR AND ALLS I HAVE TO 
SHOW FOR IT IS THIS LOUSY INTERPOLATED POPPYCOCK

Dormant hippocampi keep its balls in a jar, for perpetuity

To keep things balding and scaly noir, acculturated 

In the magma reservoir I started yesterday

Brachycephalic flump, crib late, quasiregular-like

Spermatozoon: anti-poets skirt, but masturbate frequently.     
 
      December 23, 2oo6
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MY PARENTS SOLD PHARMACUETICAL DRUGS
AT WOODSTOCK AND ALLS I HAVE TO SHOW
FOR IT ARE THESE LOUSY 40 YR OLD GINGER SNAPS

There is no such thing as a lame duck under capitalism

Self-hating autoerotics, transubstantiating

Equilibria’s pose; recruitment stings for the working poor.

To breed cantorials, coggle-eyed hagiographicals

Haggling to bits, desudation and chiasmatata—

Pardon me ma’am, it is winter and our scrota are full 

An effective debit: Yahweh grumbles in externalites.

      December 24, 2oo6

MY PARENTS FLEW TO JERUSELUM AT THE HEIGHT
OF THE FIRST INTIFADA AND ALLS I HAVE TO SHOW 
FOR IT ARE THESE LOUSY COCKTAIL NAPKINS 
THAT READ “HEIR TO MY CROTCH”

An alabaster exultation, for instance, as humility undominates

Throwing his weight around, leaning scenario’s butch

Coercion ivy wassail and enrichment procrastinates—

He talks of rum oblates and peanut prickles

(When I auto-associate bosom-thug), theodicy

Grandeur is the delusion to be out of one’s mind. 
 
      December 24, 2oo6
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WE SHOULD GO SOMEWHERE TO EAT, THEN

How the mind works is not in question, anymore

Roslyn, when dreams are only not

What she says they are; you have a visitor

Hidden, off kilter, and smitten.

History has never, this way, before anyone

Bedridden sorting new gyms and pussies.

      December 26, 2oo6

THE PROCESSION OF THE EQUINOX, IS

I am a cannibal of sorts, not too fastidious

Clean shaven wearing black but in measure

A Jew, constantly deading in reckoning—

An hour ago the credits rolled, in Indiana

Fidgeting lecturing, to ameliorate sulk-bludgeoning

Isolated gregarians never get past the “naming” stage.

      December 28, 2oo6
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Matt Specht

Naked

i’ve always been fascinated by the female form.  women are beautiful.  i 
honestly think that i could look at a woman and never be bored.  it only 
makes sense that the female body would make its way into my art.
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i find the classic “model posing nude for an artist” approach to be way too 
sterile and rigid.  as with the rest of my art, i seek a deeper connection; an 
emotional reverberation.  if i find nothing interesting in my models (both 
emotionally AND physically), how could a viewer possibly find anything 
interesting in my work?
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i use my own handmade bamboo pens dipped in ink.  the immediacy, 
spontaneity, and relative unpredictability make this a perfect medium to 
capture everything about the female form that inspires and attracts me.  
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i refuse to require the models to remain absolutely still. i usually have music 
playing, and i try to split things up between music i love and music the 
model loves.  i encourage conversation.  the more relaxed and comfortable 
the model is, the better the piece is going to be.  
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the usual process of shading, lines, and colors used to render the female form 
has its beauty and place, but i strive for something more meaningful.
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i’ve chosen not to name each individual piece.  they are snapshots, still 
frames of memory, fragments of dreams.  
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He walked down the gangway, still empty inside 
his plutonium, plastic burning the fang.

I told him I couldn’t see enough to believe in the 
colour of his shirt.  He told me I didn’t have to.

We were young then, content with silence.

It was under those stars that I saw my different 
skull and he ate the tortillas inside of me.

Freddie and June went on for several years in 
this way, until Freddie began to twitch whenever 
he fell.

That was when she started to be aware of what 
the things that were going to happen were.

He tried to tell her the things she saw were 
wrong, but as her guts thickened their voice 
seeped through her at a louder volume than the 
wetness of Freddie’s tongue.

So eventually she left him, she left him with the 
gold and butter he had bought for her.

And she was happy after, he was falling, but she 
was happy.

The regret never opened shades inside her front 
room.

His falling got more wretched each time it hap-
pened, and his friends all realized they couldn’t 
help him.

It turns out the apples knew all along that he’d 
rather starve than save himself.

She was sad whenever she thought of him, grow-
ing old and ugly on the yellow side of his fish 
train.

Alone had a certain intonation about it.

Alone had waves of Jell-O when the water was 
set just right.  But for some there’s just too much 
liquid and not enough substance.

Kona Morris

Let me tell you a thing or two 
about ovarian cysts erupting a 
jackhammer into your guts
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 1

But what if god wasn’t a disgusting fish, all caught up with the edge of his beard as if the 
pubes under his skin couldn’t feel the disdain in his hand?  

 2

The plant began to crawl up the thigh of the wall until all he had left was the humility of 
his genital-less green.

Shirley ate an orange, she took it into her face and sucked until it was inside of her. 
 
Pain comes and goes, but inside the whore’s skin it makes saliva sing.

Kona Morris

Two Stories
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I don’t know what time the man walked in the 
bar.  So don’t get on that.  It was one of the first 
things the cops asked me afterward, and I couldn’t 
tell them then and all these years later I sure can’t 
tell you.  It was early enough, though, I know 
that much.  I also know it was my goddamn day 
off.  Budd had called me that morning, said he 
was having the back spasms.  My ass.  More like 
he took a swim in Johnny Walker Lake the night 
before, if you ask me, though no one does.  When 
it happened, there was only me and poor old Eli 
King in the bar.  And then the man comes in.
 First thing I notice is the shirt.  One of those 
Hawaiian deals.  I don’t go for that myself, but 
I’m an old man and what do I know.  Anyway, the 
man is a fat man.  But new fat, like you can tell he 
hadn’t been that way forever.  He’s sunburnt and 
has a big head of curly black hair and one of those 
goatees the kids go for.  The man looks around 
the bar for a long time.  Blind Willie Johnson can 
see that there is no one in the bar except me and 
poor Eli, but it’s like the man is making sure it’s 
just us two and him.  Twenty empty stools and 
the man walks up to the bar and sits right down 
next to Eli.
  “Mind if I sit next to you?” the man says to 
Eli.
 Eli is laboring over one of my peanut butter, 
cinnamon and bananas sandwiches.  He’s slow 
that way, just taking his time with a thing, like 
there’s nothing else in the world.  He’s munching 
in those weird sideways bites of his and slowly 
looks over at the man.  Then he clears his mouth 

with a long swig of Alamo beer and goes back to 
looking at his sandwich.
 “Well,” he says, “you did it.”
 Well that gets the man laughing.  I’m 
cleaning out mugs with a rag, but I watch Eli.  
You always have to do that with people of his 
sort.  They have associations with certain words, 
certain things, for whatever reason.  Get bothered 
real easy.  Eli hadn’t always been that way.  I grown 
up with him in town, and like him lived there my 
whole life except for the war.  I had been stationed 
in cold, wet Europe, but Eli was a marine and he 
had been in the south Pacific.  He stayed over 
there a year after he was discharged and the way 
he came back, he might as well have died over 
there.
 “What’ll you have there,” I ask the man in 
the shirt.
 “Well, sir,” he says to me, still looking at poor 
Eli, “I suppose I’ll take a Brandy Alexander.”
 “The hell is that?”
 “Milk, creme de cacao, brandy.  Shake well 
with plenty of ice and then strain into a glass.  
Garnish with some nutmeg and, well sir, you got 
it.”
 “Hell,” I say.  “I suppose I can do that.”
 I pour out the milk and brandy and go 
looking for the creme de cacao.  While I go about 
it, I notice Eli looking up in that slow way of his.  
He has a look on his face like he was in pain and 
just slowly realizing it.
 “What was that you just said?” Eli says.
 The man locks eyes on Eli.

Shane Joaquín Jiménez

Brandy Alexander
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 “Brandy Alexander.”
 I finally come across the creme de cacao.
 “I’ll have the drink ready for you in a sec,” 
I say to the man, but he keeps on staring at Eli.
 “I ain’t heard that since,” says Eli, breaking 
off and staring again at his sandwich.  “I used to 
know someone by that name.”
 “You and me both,” the man says.  “Don’t 
you remember me, Eli?”
 Eli looks up, quicker than I had seen him 
move in years.
  “Come, Eli.  Surely you must remember 
me.”
 I finally finish the goddamn drink and 
pour it from the shaker into a glass.  I have some 
nutmeg but damned if that man was going to get 
any.  I slide it towards him, giving it some English 
so I didn’t have to get close.
 “You?” Eli says, almost as if he had 
recognized the man, but I’m not sure.
 The man finally looks at me.  
 “You, sir, are a true fellow,” he says to 
me, taking the Brandy Alexander in one of his 
big fat hands and drinking it down in a single, 
long swallow.  When he’s done he sighs a fat 
man’s wheezy sigh and looks at Eli.  He says, “It’s 
been nice seeing you again, Eli” and then like a 
jackal he throws the empty glass at my head, so 
hard and fast that I don’t even see it coming.  My 
vision goes black and I fall hard on my ass, clean 
knocked out.  I’m not sure how long I’m out.  I 
can’t tell the police and I can’t tell you.  How the 
hell’s a man supposed to know something like 
that?
 Right off, I set to dreaming my whole 
body’s inflating like a huge hairy balloon.  I get 
bigger and bigger until my head and arms and legs 
are little nubs, and then I pop.  It’s the gunshot 
that wakes me.  After it, there’s silence.  And then 
a long string of earsplitting gunshots, all the way 
until the gun clicks empty, then just as many 
empty clicks.  After the shots, I hear the crisp 
footfalls of fancy loafers, and then that squeeky 

door opening again.
 I’m turtled up behind the bar for a long 
time.  I’m hoping the man thought he had killed 
me, or that he just plain forgot about me.  I don’t 
want to get up.  I know what I’m going to see.  
Poor Eli had gone heels over head with the first 
shot and I can see his boots above the bar line, 
propped up by the stool like he’s playing astronaut.  
I know what I’m going to see.  That poor bastard.  
That dumb, poor bastard.  He didn’t even finish 
his sandwich.
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   Pointing at Jarrell’s
   ball turret gunner poem
   that filled a blackboard,
   the teacher said
   it was  perfection.
   Since the Nam War
   was in progress
   his purposes were
   nicely served.
   He marched carrying
   a placard downtown
   on Saturdays.
   I had no beef with his
   stand, matter of fact,
   agreed with him.
   I memorized the poem,
   recited it often
   to myself my running
   days before two discs
   bulged and reduced me
   to walking but they never
   curbed my mumbling.
   Surely, I slurred it once
   or more drunk in a bar.
   It wasn’t the teacher
   hyping the poem
   that hooked me but
   the image of the lifeless
   gunner hosed out
   of his turret
   scarred my psyche
   until my kid brother,
   dead for two weeks,
   in his new Dodge parked
   in a Cape Canaveral garage
   made war death
   nothing but chalk
   any teacher’s
   pet could erase.

Thomas Michael McDade

Cleanup
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   Sometimes I try
   to count
   the kids
   in my block
   and the one across
   the way
   in the project
   where I grew up.
   Often I spot
   fifty-four faces
   darting in and out
   of my game.
   But when the rules
   call for names
   I struggle and wonder
   whether I had
   a childhood at all
   and I sweat,
   imagining a day
   when the faces
   of all those kids
   will just be circles
   with hints of eyes,
   ears and noses
   like the ones on
   diner placemats
   that keep tots
   occupied.
   The going is tough
   using crayons
   two blocks    
   of project kids
   might as well
   have worn
   down
   

Thomas Michael McDade

THE NAMES
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the “I” I place
the “I” I observe
 
“I” student
 
observe typical role
observe typical activist
observe twenty first century
 
“I” traveler
 
view German
view singing war song
view the “I” in I am
view their encroachment
 
“I” explorer
 
define nineteen forty five
define occupation during WWII
define Hitler on balcony by Saint Vitus
define Terezin
define the preserved
 
“I” context
 
jump to nineteen sixties
jump to Ginsberg
jump to King of May
jump to flat bed trucks and finger symbols
jump to singing mantras
jump to Ginsberg’s notebook
jump to Communists viewing the notebook
jump to writings of experiments with a broom
jump to police investigation over notebook
jump to Prague to London

Megan DiBello

Connect First-Person-Perspective
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“I” continuous
 
render Dubeck (First Secretary)
render reform
render censorship
render Prague Spring
render Communist party things Dubeck is losing control
render Soviets remove Dubeck
 
“I” history
 
claim nineteen sixty eight and soldiers
claim (Czech’s) land with rocks and torches
claim (ed) Czech lands by Soviet Sphere
 
“I” flux
 
revolutionize nineteen eighty nine
revolutionize velvet
revolutionize the fall of Communism
 
“I” conscious
 
acknowledge Vaclav Havel
acknowledge underground movement
acknowledge playwriting
acknowledge common man
acknowledge working for Soviet’s
acknowledge knowing and its value
acknowledge guilty knowledge
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o little jesus i adore you, o mighty child i implore you.  (prayer of the infant jesus of prague, 1590-1676)

                                        caroline said that photo-booth photos last longer than the
                                        mirror. i looked for your face in another man’s disguises.
                                        brooklyn. union pool. i must attempt to change my mind
                                        before i attempt to change your mind.  i mean five. i mean
                                        how many miles i have walked on your skin. the bar closes
                                        at 4:30. and there isn’t just you and i waiting for our pictures
                                        to be taken.

i once landed on a castle on a high hill. pet-treen. the castle isn’t a castle its a building. the build-
ing isn’t a building, its where Hitler stood as birds flew towards the night sky. on this balcony here, 
he directed them so. to preserve what is architecturally sound. to walk heal to toe. the cobblestones 
revoke the magnitude of weight in shadows. like marvels of snow globes, this is my music box.

so why do things illegal like dream?

as the time slowed under our gazes we were unable to lift our eyelids to half the horizon. we heard 
as they gathered, there they marched on, in belief that the balcony was a balcony, that their feet 
were on cobblestones, that the building was really a building.

                            if trees could whisper, from what a hollow bone could tell. to the
                                      marrow they would be one. he is lucky he didn’t give that speech
                                      to them. he is lucky i remembered it on my own. at the grave site,
                                      at the site from the departure of living to death. i walked around
                                      the pristine buildings. i no longer want to live in a brick house.

o little jesus i adore you, o mighty child i implore you.  (prayer of the infant jesus of prague, 1590-1676)

 

Megan DiBello

Parvis
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Night funeral
     In New Orleans:

    Why are there so many people in the streets this time of night?

Second line, we all hear them coming--
Open carriage with two horse pulling the body--
The band played, people danced--
They second lined for hours

     Night funeral
     In New Orleans:

   Umbrellas spun to the beat

The procession rolled on
Poor man’s friends floated for blocks--
Bright light and colorful handkerchiefs wave in the air--
If only we can all go out in this grand style.

     Night funeral 
     in New Orleans:

     God willing this is not the last we see--

    Distant memories and slow breathing as the night went on--

He was a music man
He deserved a big send off--
He and his horn made money
Not much but he loved his life--
Now we celebrate it.

     Night funeral
     In New Orleans:

Brandon Roy

Night Funeral In New Orleans
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A gloomy stop in the quarter
eyes shut in front of St. Louis Cathedral
and the horns played on
there is sorrow on the air
tears in the street
but the band played on

Voices sing:
 Like a bird from prison bars has flown,
 I’ll fly away 

That long black carriage
    Street packed 
     trombones sand
    the bands played their sadness--

His wife mournin’
His kids celebrating
He gone but never forgotten
His soul, bond to the streets of the quarter
Night went on 
Heroic end to a saintly man

     That poor man
     Grand funèbre.

     Nuit funèbre
     en la Nouvelle-Orléans.
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Call it a friendly reminder.

“ That is not what I meant at all.
That is not it, at all.” 

Special Election Day Issue
Email submissions to 

thebathroommagazine@gmail.com
by October 30th, 6pm.

Designed and paid for by Concerned Citizens for Prufrock.

Tired of etherized elections?


